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Best of State: Visual Arts - Public Art Application 

 
Nominee’s Background:  Tremonton City is located in the Bear River Valley, a rural area located 18 miles north of Brigham City. 

Tremonton City’s current population is approximately 8,000 and is the commercial and employment center for the northern region of 
Box Elder County.  
 
Tremonton City has had wall murals adorning its streetscape since the 1970’s. As published in an article featuring Tremonton City’s 
public art written by Tim Gurrister of the Ogden Standard Examiner there was a mystery muralist from the 1970s credited with creating 
the first landscape murals on buildings around Tremonton. It is legend that the mystery muralist supposedly used his hair to make his 
paint brush bristles. Although most of these murals have been painted over by building owners, there is still a mural in great condition 
that can be seen on an old weigh station building in Tremonton. 
 
From these humble and legendary public art beginnings, Tremonton City has worked to amass a collection of public art. Within less 
than a two year period the City had commissioned 6 wall murals adding to its collection. In the fall of 2018, an additional mural was 
completed with the next mural wall already prepared for the completion of our next mural in Spring of 2019. Tremonton City believes 
that it has bettered the community through the commissioning of public art. 
 

Achievement in the field of endeavor:  Tremonton City’s Main Street and Downtown area has been in decline for many years 

and when the American Institute of Architects’ Sustainable Design Assistance Team (SDAT) facilitated a public visioning and p lanning 
process to revitalize Tremonton City’s Main Street and Downtown area, the existing wall murals painted by the mystery muralist and 
Jason Nessen a local artist were identified as a community asset. The City has created a plan to use public art to accomplish the 
following objectives:  
 
o Art. Provide art to the Downtown and Main Street Areas, to add a vibrant character and appearance to Tremonton City that 
draws people to the Downtown and Main Street Areas and will leave the viewers of the art feeling inspired;  
o Culture & Community Pride. Provide culture to the Main Street and Downtown Areas through selecting image that are the 
subject of the wall murals that reflect and promote historic and cultural identity, which is inspiring, and uniquely Tremonton City or 
the region that will leave residents and visitors with a sense of community pride. (Please see supplemental materials via website. 
Describes murals that have already been created, plus proposed images and narratives for future murals).  
o Welfare. Improve the welfare of the community by encouraging individuals to come to the Downtown and Main Street Areas 
to view the art and to walk Main Street where they can easily become customers to local businesses thereby increasing the local 
economy; and 
o Community Betterment. Improve the physical appearance of the Downtown and Main Street Areas by adding visual appeal 
to what are architectural boring buildings and thereby approving the streetscape from what would otherwise be a monotonous 
building façade. (Please see the attached supplemental materials- Before & After).  
 
In an effort to promote public art and to revitalize downtown the City has been working furiously to create a sufficient number of 
works of art to attract residents and visitors to the downtown area. The City has amassed a collection of public art concentrated in the 
Downtown and Main Street Areas that has made a more vibrant streetscape. The City has commissioned 14 works of art which include 
three bronze statues in the Downtown Area. Since 2014 the City has commissioned 7 wall murals with an additional wall mural to be 
completed in the spring of 2020. The city also has plans to commission another mural to be completed by the fall of 2020. To further 
promote public art the City has created a Walking Art Tour Pamphlet to identify the location and provides a narrative associated with 
each public art piece. (Please see the attached supplemental material- Walk Tour Pamphlet). 
 
Process. Tremonton City is committed to continuing its efforts to produce more public art. To this end Tremonton City has created 
repository of images for the subject of public art. Tremonton City, in conjunction with Artist, select images that can correctly project 
onto walls; specifically, the City and Artist are matching images and walls that have similar height and width characteristics that are 
free from obstructions such as windows in prominent areas of where the image will be painted onto the wall.  
 
Investors in Public Art. As a rural community, Tremonton City has limited funds necessary to commission public art. To overcome this 
obstacle City Officials have identified and petitioned other entities to partner in the creation of public art through donations or granted 
funds. Tremonton City believes that in part the fact that it has been able to creating funding partnerships with the Utah Division of 
Arts & Museum; Union Pacific Foundation; Rocky Mountain Power Foundation; Box Elder County Tourism Tax Advisory Board; Orbital 
ATK on others gives credence to its program to create public art  
 



Recognition. In addition to the numerous praises that City officials have received in conversations with the public and positive feedback 
on social media. The achievement of Tremonton City in bringing public art to Northern Utah has been recognized many times over by 
evidence of the numerous articles published in the Ogden Standard Examiner. Within a two year period of time the Ogden Standard 
has published five articles, including one featured in their magazine entitled Wastach View and another article featured in the July 
2018 Utah Life Magazine. PBS has also featured Tremontons public art collection in a new television series "This is Utah". These articles 
are included in the supplemental material. Tremonton City has won the Best of State in Public Art for 2016, 2017, 2018 & 2019. 
 

Innovation or creativity in approaches, technique, methods, or process:   
 
Technique and Methods. The credit for the creativity in approach and technique of the public art belongs to the artists. In the recent 
past Tremonton City has commissioned artist Rachel Wadsworth and Jason Nessen to create the public art. Rachel Wadsworth has 
created a space shuttle mural where in the space shuttle appears to be literally blasting off the wall due to the shaping of the metal. 
Additionally, Ms. Wadsworth experimented with a process to texture the space shuttle’s exhaust clouds wherein light reflects and 
moves across the surface of the metal giving the appearance that the exhaust is moving.  
 
Jason Nessen’s creativity comes from using a common product of regular, outdoor latex house paint to create amazing works of art 
that are in a larger than life scale. To Jason the City is his canvas and his ability to create murals captivates the community over the 
months that it takes to paint the murals. People go out of their way to see the progress of completion as the murals are being 
painted. 
 

Contribution to improving the quality of life in Utah:  As noted above, the overarching goal of the public art program is to 

make Main Street and Downtown more vibrant in both appearance and feeling through public art. It is generally believed that 
transforming an otherwise monotonous cinder block wall with a mural has resulted in the following self-evident accomplishments: 1) 
add a vibrant character and appearance to Tremonton City; and 2) add culture through the selection of images that are the subject of 
the wall murals that reflect and promote historic and cultural identity which is uniquely Tremonton City or the region.  
 
As described elsewhere in this application, the City hopes that the wall murals will encourage individuals to come to the Main Street 
and Downtown Areas to view the art and to walk Main Street where they can easily become customers of local business in an effort 
to increase the local economy. 
 

  



Before & After 
 
Below are a few examples of a before and after images that show the Improve the physical appearance of the Downtown and Main 
Street Areas by adding visual appeal to what are architectural boring buildings and thereby approving the streetscape from what 
would otherwise be a monotonous building façade.  
 

 
 



 

 
  



Public Art - Statues  
 

   
Veterans Memorial –  
Midland Square Veterans Memorial is part of Midland Square Park created in downtown Tremonton where the historic 
Midland Hotel once stood. The memorial was conceived by A. C. Christensen of Elwood, Utah, who supervised its 
construction. Mr. Christensen was a veteran of World War II, and spent three and a half years in a Japanese prison camp. The 
memorial consists of a block-shaped monument displaying portraits of the four Borgstrom brothers from nearby Thatcher, 
Utah who died within six months of each other in 1944, during World War II. Jackie Allred Hunlow sculpted the portraits. 
Overlooking the monument is a larger-than-life bronze statue of a soldier gazing at the four brothers. The statue stands 7-feet 
7-inches tall and was sculpted by local artist Val Lewis. Surrounding the memorial are stainless steel plaques where the names 
of over 3,000 local veterans are etched according to the wars in which they served. The memorial was dedicated on August 
18, 2001. Funding to construct the mural was provided by private donations 
 

Shuman Bell–  

Shuman Park Bell honors John Shuman, one of the first settlers of Tremonton, who in 1903, 
donated a portion of his homestead for the creation of a community park, known today as Shuman 
Park. It is also a place of honor for the Town Bell that tolled curfew to children for 25 years, and 
rang for special occasions or emergencies until being replaced by an electric siren in 1936. The 
Tremonton City Library, built in 1927, sits on the southwest portion of the park property where the 
bell and monument were erected on July 24, 1970. The bell and monument were relocated from 
the front of the library to its current location in July 2014. 
 
 

Library Statue- 
Library Statue is where characters come to life as children     read 

from the story of Peter Pan. The bronze statue was sculpted by local artist Val Lewis in 2007 
and sits on Shuman Park property in front of the Library. Funding for the statue was provided 

by community donations. 
 
 
                                                                                                 
 
 
  

                                                                                                Fishing Statue at                                                                                                    
                                           Midland Square 

 
 



Public Art - Murals 
 

 
 

1920’s Downtown Welcome Mural –  
Downtown Welcome Mural depicts Tremonton’s Main street ca. 1920. The mural was created from a photograph provided to the 
City by Barry Cole in celebration of the Tremonton City Centennial in 2003. The mural was completed in 2014 by local artist Jason 
Nessen and funded in part by grants provided by Box Elder County Tourism Tax Advisory Board and by the Utah Division of Arts & 
Museums. 

Space Shuttle Launch –  
The booster rockets that propelled the space shuttle Columbia into 
space on April 12, 1981 were designed and manufactured in Box 
Elder County, Utah. The program began in 1972, and its final flight on 
July 8, 2011 was described as both inspiring and captivating. The 
shuttle program represents a significant achievement for the United 
States Space Program and the people of the Bear River Region who 
are a part of its history. Visitors can view an outdoor display of solid 
rocket motors at the Alliant Techsystems Inc. (ATK) launch facility, 
approximately 21 miles west of Tremonton. Created by Rachel 
Wadsworth and funded by Orbital ATK and Tremonton City. 
 

 
Midland Hotel Mural- 
Midland Hotel Mural gives the glimpse of a grand hotel 
and once city landmark built in 1914 by David Holmgren 
on the corner of Main Street and 100 West. The hotel 
was advertised by the phrase “Well Furnished Rooms & 
Meals à la Carte and of the Best.” Mr. Holmgren also 
served as Mayor of Tremonton from 1924 to 1927. The 
Hotel and surrounding buildings were destroyed by a fire 
in the early morning hours of January 31, 1995 and 
Midland Square now stands in its place. The mural was 
created from a photograph by local artist, Jason Nessen 
in 2003, and was funded in part by the David Holmgren 
Family and by Jay D. & Alice C. Harris. 



Tremonton City Volunteer Fire 
Department- 
CA.1920 - Photograph of a group of local residents and businessman 
as “Volunteer Firefighters.” The Tremonton Volunteer Fire 
Department was officially organized by the City Council on April 4, 
1938, including the purchase of an American-La France fire engine 
for $7,078.17. Created by Jason Nessen and funded by Tremonton 
Fire Department Women’s Auxiliary and Tremonton City. 
 

 
Bear River High Sports Mural- 
You probably know of someone (maybe yourself) who dreamed 
of playing sports for a high school, college or professional team. 
For many, this dream starts with playing sports at a city park. 
This mural proudly illustrates few of Tremonton’s residents who 
had that dream. They played, competed and had fun at North 
Park as well as the other parks in Tremonton. The Ladies Bear 
River High School Softball team were 5-peat, 3A state 
champions from 2008-2012. 

 
1st Golden Spike Rodeo Mural- 
1st Golden Spike Rodeo Mural is inspired by a photograph taken 
in 1925 of the first county rodeo; also believed to be the oldest 
and longest running rodeo in the State of Utah. The original 
location of the rodeo grounds was near 300 North and 400 West 
in Tremonton. The mural was painted by local artist, Jason 
Nessen in 2007, and funding was provided by a grant from the 
Box Elder County Tourism Tax Advisory Board. 

 
 

Driving the Golden Spike- 
Andrew J. Russell’s “East and West Shaking Hands at Laying of 
Last Rail.” Commonly known as “The Champagne Photo.” The 
National Park Service maintains the Golden Spike National 
Historic Site, approximately 27 miles west of Tremonton. 
Created by artist Jason Nessen and funded by Union Pacific 
Railroad Foundation and Tremonton City. 

 
 



Jeppsen Family Collage Mural 
Jeppsen Family Collage Mural was commissioned by the Darrell 
Jeppsen family in 2008. It depicts the life of an influential 
Garland/Tremonton family and long time owners of several 
area businesses, some of which are still in operation today. The 
mural was painted by local artist Jason Nessen.  

 

Home Mural 
Home Mural was commissioned by Bear River Valley Realty, a local 
Real Estate firm. The mural was painted by local artist, Jason 
Nessen in 2007. *Note how the actual building windows are 
incorporated into the mural. 

 

Mountain Mural 
Mountain Mural painted on the side of the scale house at a site of 
one of the first grain mills in Tremonton. To read about how this 
Mural may have appeared at this location, see “Teton Murals.” 

Mountain Mural 2 
Mountain Mural 2 existed on an older building that once housed 
the City Fire Department and City Offices from the 1930’s through 
the early 1970’s. The building is now used for storage by a local 
business. See “Teton Murals” to read about how this mural may 
have appeared at this location. 

 

 

 

 

1960’s Main Street 
Welcome Mural 
Tremonton City’s most recent mural completed October of 2018.  A postcard showing life on main street in the 1960s inspired this 
welcome mural on the West end of downtown. The vantage point of the mural is the same as looking down main street. The mural 
shows the old business that used to be on main street including the Midland Hotel that burned down in 1995. Notice the similarities 
and differences to the downtown landscape from the style of cars to the trees that now line Main Street. 



First Grand Entry 

 

Here is a projection of Tremontons newest mural, currently in the works to be completed in Spring 2020 titled “First Grand Entry” 

recognizing those that participated in the first Golden Spike Rodeo, which is the oldest and longest running rodeo in the state of 

Utah. Many local community members have ancestors in the photo. Some of the favorite characters included is the man standing 

on his horse and the man laying down with his Donkey.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



News Paper and Magazine Articles 
Tremonton taps local artist for outdoor murals 
 
Tim Gurrister, Standard-Examiner staff    Apr 20 2014 - 11:56am  
 

 
 
Mayor Roger Fridal stand in front of a mural painted by Jason Nessen in Tremonton City Thursday, April 17, 2014. (TIM 
GURRISTER/Standard-Examiner) 
 
TREMONTON -- Officials here are getting ready to paint the town. In spots. Here and there. At $4,000-5,000 a pop. 
 
Employing their favorite artist. Hometown boy Jason Nessen. 
 
He's somewhat inspired by the town ghost, a mystery muralist from the 1970s credited with painting landscape murals 
on buildings around Tremonton and other locales as well as nearby Cache County and likely points north. 
 
"It's a great story," said Nessen. But more on that later. 
 
The city is gearing up to commission Nessen to paint four or more outdoor murals life-size and beyond on some of 
Tremonton's more prominent blank walls. 
 
Nessen is the creator of two conspicuous murals some 10 by 25 feet in size on two downtown sites - a rendering of a 
1930s Box Elder County rodeo at 2nd South and Main across from the Wells Fargo bank branch, and a storefront 
depiction from the same era at the east end of the city park and war memorial a block away. 



 
Both spring from vintage photograph inspiration featuring Model T motorcars in past Tremonton area locales. Both 3-
week jobs were completed on commission by the city 10 years ago. 
 
Four are now in the planning stage, and hopefully more after that, said City Manager Shawn Warnke. "We have a pretty 
good supply of monotonous walls," he said. 
 
Fueled by a $6,500 Box Elder County Tourism Council grant just awarded last month, city fathers are planning murals of 
a Space Shuttle launch, a Bear River Bird Refuge flight display, and a Golden Spike depiction, all likely downtown. 
 
A sporting theme is also envisioned as part of the revitalization of the city's North Park, with a sports theme planned for 
the concession stand there. 
 
One, possibly two will be under way this summer, officials said, with Warnke planning to have them ready for city 
council approval next month. 
 
Formal easements have to be drafted, but the property owners involved are so far all on board, Warnke said. "Getting a 
buy-in from all the groups involved is always good." 
 
"I can start any time," Nessen says. 
 
Warnke plans to approach the Union Pacific Railroad Foundation for a grant to bankroll the Golden Spike mural later this 
summer, since the railroad was on hand for the May 10, 1869, driving of the historic spike at Promontory Point some 25 
miles west of here. 
 
Mayor Roger Fridal and Warnke said the plan is also to apply to a Rocky Mountain Power foundation for funds for the 
mural work. 
 
"We want people to know what a great little town we have here," Fridal said. "And the murals will get their attention as 
they come through. We want them to look us over and decide 'I'm going to come back here as soon as I can.'" 
 
Nessen's two existing city-commissioned murals are historically accurate. The "Golden Rule Store" prominently depicted 
in the mural by the city war memorial park actually existed in the 1930s at a site a few blocks east of the mural. 
 
As to the wandering mural minstral whose fading landscapes can still be made out in several Tremonton locations, 
Nessen said he was a youngster when he was told about the artist. 
 
His work always featured mountains, streams and wildlife, often depicting the Grand Tetons, the famous mountains in 
the national park of the same name near Jackson,  Wyo. Which leads to speculation more likely exist in that area. 
 
One of the more well-known is still visible on the side of the Gossner Cheese factory near Logan. 
 
Nessen said the young man painted about 20 in Box Elder and Cache counties, as the story goes. 
 
"The story starts out as just 'Some hippie came through town,'" he said. "He supposedly used his hair to make his paint 
brush bristles." Which Nessen said leads to speculation he might have been a student at Utah State University's art 
school in Logan, which was prominent in the 1970s. 
 
Nessen's two-wall mural involved nothing as exotic, and so far have weathered well after 10 years. "They haven't 
changed at all," he said. "Just regular, outdoor latex housepaint." 
 
Contact reporter Tim Gurrister at 801-625-4238, tgurrister@standard.net. Follow him on Twitter at @tgurrister 

 



Building mural portrays Tremonton's Model-T era 
 

Ogden Standard Examiner 
 
Saturday , November 29, 2014 - 2:28 PM  

 

"The 25-foot by 80-foot "Welcome Mural" adorns the east side of the Bear River Valley... 
 
Tim Gurrister 
Multimedia Reporter 
 
TREMONTON — This city's latest street mural is now complete, dressing up Main Street with another blank wall 
converted to a historic snapshot. 
 
The 25-foot by 80-foot painting adorns the east side of the Bear River Valley Museum at 11 E. Main, just completed Nov. 
23 by the city's hired muralist, Jason Nessen. 
 
The "Welcome Mural" is based on a vintage photo of downtown Tremonton from Model-T times, showing the antique 
cars of days past along with a welcome sign spanning Main. It's the first of four planned for this town of approximately 
8,000 population. 
 
"Next up is a sports-themed mural at North Park and thereafter a Space Shuttle mural downtown," said City Manager 
Shawn Warnke. After that is planned a mural, site to be determined, memorializing the historic 1869 driving of the 
"Golden Spike" that completed the Transcontinental Railroad at Promontory Point a half-hour west of here. 
 
The sports mural, Nessen currently finalizing the design, is planned for the side of the concession stand as part of the 
city's revitalization efforts for North Park, much smaller than the huge Welcome Mural, which Nessen worked on 
through the summer and early fall. 
 
The four murals are funded in part by a $6,500 Box Elder County Tourism Council grant awarded in March. 
 
Nessen is the creator of two previous murals some 10 by 25 feet in size on two downtown sites.  He applied to a brick 
wall a storefront depiction from the same era of the "Golden Rule Store" at the east end of the city park and war 

http://www.standard.net/profile?userid=26&lname=Gurrister&fname=Tim
http://www.standard.net/profile?userid=26&lname=Gurrister&fname=Tim
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memorial at 50 W. Main, a block away from his newest rendering. He's also the artist of the mural at 2nd South and 
Main across from the Wells Fargo bank branch of a 1930s Box Elder County rodeo. 
 
Historically accurate, Nessen says, both spring from vintage photographs, completed on commission by the city. The 
"Golden Rule Store" prominently depicted in the mural by the war memorial park actually existed in the 1930s at a site a 
few blocks east of the mural, he said. 
 
Nessen will be working on the next paintings through the winter, weather permitting, using regular outdoor latex 
housepaint, needing temperatures of at least 45 degrees.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
  



More murals slated for Tremonton street art 
 
Ogden Standard Examiner 
 
Sunday, December 21, 2014 – 10:34 PM  
 
Tim Gurrister 
Multimedia Reporter 
 
TREMONTON — The murals look to keep on coming as this small town has big plans for street art. 
 
Some famous faces may end up on the sides of buildings here, sites yet to be determined. With eight murals already in 
place in this town of 8,000, two almost a full city block wide, eight more are planned, officials say. 
 
They include four discussed to honor four local heroes: Olympic Medalist Jay Silvester, Paralympic Medalist Marlon Shirley, 
WWII "Candy Bomber" Gail Halvorsen, and Glenn Goss. Tremonton truck driver Goss was fatally shot by a suspect in 1975 
when he came to the aid of a Nevada highway patrolman trying to make a roadside arrest in Las Vegas. 
 
The eight existing murals are all within a few blocks of each other downtown. The most recent just finished last month, 
the 25-foot by 80-foot Downtown Welcome Mural, says hello at 25 E. Main. It's from a 1925-era vintage photo of 
downtown Tremonton. 
 
Mayor Roger Fridal would like to see his town become known as the mural capital of northern Utah. "That would be good. 
I think we have more than any city our size or larger. I don't know of another city that's even close, really." 
 
The murals are the city-commissioned work most recently of local artist Jason Nessen, plus a phantom painter from 
decades ago who created four murals freelance on buildings in the Tremonton area in the 1970s. 
 
Nessen is currently at work, as temperatures allow, on mural number nine, a sports theme on the side of the ballpark 
concession stand at Tremonton's North Park. In the spring he will start on the next, a depiction of a Space Shuttle launch, 
whose booster rockets came from the ATK plant and still major local employer 20 miles to the west. 
 
ATK has provided a $1,200 grant for the mural and recently Rocky Mountain Power's charitable foundation came forward 
with $2,000 more for the work, said City Manager Shawn Warnke. 
 
Nessen has painted five murals in the city since 2003, funded with Utah Arts Council grants and Box Elder County tourism 
dollars, including two murals for private businesses, funded privately. Already scheduled after the space shuttle, area 
attractions to be painted by Nessen include a Golden Spike depiction from the famous 1869 "Champagne Photo," and a 
birds-in-flight piece to highlight the Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge. 
 
Funding is in place for those from the same sources, officials said, with more requested from the Union Pacific Railroad 
Foundation, one of the companies present in 1869 at Promontory west of here for the historic completion of the first 
transcontinental railroad. 
 
Preceding Nessen, the mystery muralist referred to in town folklore as "some hippie" who used his own hair to make his 
paintbrushes, painted murals some 40 years ago in three Tremonton locations and another in neighboring Garland. 
 
His work survives in Cache County as well, leading Nessen and city officials to believe he was likely a student at the 
prominent Utah State University art program of the time. The unknown painter's murals are typically of nature, including 
moose and landscapes from the Jackson Hole, Wyoming area, now somewhat faded and in need of restoration. 
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Nessen will likely be painting the Silvester, Shirley, Halvorsen and Goss murals, as details and funding are ironed out. "It's 
very preliminary," Fridal said. "It's still in the idea stage."  Warnke said they would adorn the downtown. "There's been 
some thought of having these individuals autograph their murals, or have Jason paint the autograph," he said. 
 
Halvorsen, who gained fame for dropping thousands of tons of candy attached to tiny parachutes on Berlin in the war's 
aftermath, is actually from Garland, Tremonton's immediate and adjacent neighbor to the north, population 2,500. 
 
Two Garland murals — one by Nessen and the other by the phantom — are included in the list of 13 sites on the proposed 
"Tremonton Garland Area Public Art Tour" now in development to highlight the street murals and other landmarks. 
 
The sister cities abut, and Main Street for the two towns actually cross — Garland's North-South oriented Main Street 
becoming 3rd East in Tremonton by the time it bisects that town's east-west running Main Street. 
 
Nessen's 2004 mural of the U & I Sugar Factory at 10 W. Factory Road shows across the street from Garland's City Hall, 
and about a mile east from the now-empty factory. Central to Garland's history for 75 years, it closed in 1978. 
 
Warnke hopes to have an art tour pamphlet ready for Garland to sign off on in coming weeks. It's currently being proofed 
and cited, said Warnke, who gave Tremonton's zoning administrator and "general know-it-all for Tremonton trivia" Steve 
Bench the credit for gathering the pamphlet content. The project has been assisted by staff of the Bear River Association 
of Governments. 
 
"We're very interested in collaborating with Tremonton on the tour and the Halvorsen mural," said Garland Mayor Scott 
Coleman. 
 
A 2013 KUED documentary on candy bomber Halvorsen's story recently ran again on the PBS station Dec. 7 as part of a 
pledge drive. Halvorsen now lives in Arizona, officials said. 
 
Tremonton native Silvester, now living in Utah County where he retired to the BYU physical education department, was 
an Olympic medalist and world record holder in the discus in the 1960s and 70s. 
 
Shirley was raised in Tremonton, adopted at age 9 by the Shirley family after growing up in foster homes in Las Vegas. As 
a child he lost a foot and ankle to a lawnmower accident. The Paralympics sprinter and high jumper, who currently lives 
and trains in San Diego, was the first amputee to break the 11-second barrier in the 100-meter dash in 2007. 
 
The tour and pamphlet will also highlight the 80,000-acre Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge, one of the nation’s largest, 
drawing more than 200 species of up to a quarter million birds. They travel what wildlife officials call the Central and 
Pacific "flyways" across the country, passing over northern Utah to reach the refuge 18 miles south of here. 

 
  



 

Tremonton art tour gets statewide acclaim  
By Jessica Tanner Tremonton Leader  

May 13, 2016 

 

Jessica Tanner/Tremonton Leader 

Artist Jason Nessen works on the Golden Spike mural in Tremonton. 

 
TREMONTON — Driving around Tremonton, it is easy to spot art and beauty — in fact there are 14 
magnificent pieces of artwork in the Tremonton Public Art Tour. Not only is this a draw for passersby, 
it has created statewide attention to Tremonton, earning the city the Best of State 2016 Public Art 
award. 
 
Wall murals have decorated Tremonton’s streetscape since the ‘70s, and city officials soon decided 
that murals would be a great way to help revitalize Main Street. Since 2014, they have commissioned 
five wall murals, with one more in the works for this spring. 
 

http://news.hjnews.com/content/tncms/live/#1


City Manager Shawn Warnke, who applied for the award, said, “We are trying to create a vibrant 
character in Tremonton and have public art that reflects our culture and garners a sense of community 
pride. A lot of the subjects are, in a larger sense, a community-wide celebration of what goes on. The 
space shuttle, the Golden Spike and the softball team are all great things that are a part of our past 
that are worth celebrating.” 
 
Accepting the award on behalf of the city and “rubbing shoulders with the best of the state crowd” at 
an awards gala Wednesday, May 18, will be local artist Jason Nessen, who has created more than 
half of the artwork in the city’s art tour. 
 
Of the honor, he said, “It’s a really big deal, and I’m excited for the city. Statewide, you don’t hear the 
Tremonton and Garland name very often, so this is really exciting.” 
 
Art has always been a part of Nessen’s life, but his work with murals began 13 years ago. “I never 
thought of myself as a muralist, but here I am,” he laughed. 
 
The first mural Nessen completed in Tremonton was the “Midland Hotel Mural” (41 E. Main) in 2003. 
Since that time he’s added seven more to his resume, with his most recent masterpiece almost 
complete, “Driving the Golden Spike” at 125 E. Main. 
 
He did the brunt of the work last fall, but has been seen making touchups as of late. Early this spring, 
he thought he was about finished but found a clearer photo that created more work for this 
perfectionist. 
 
“The one I had previously was really blurry and that’s all I had ever seen was blurry, so to find this 
really crisp version kind of stunned me because all these blurry faces in the crowd now have features,” 
he explained. “So I have had to go back and redo so much of the mural, and it’s been fun to see it 
become a little clearer.” 
 
Since this isn’t his full-time job, he’s had a lot of strange hours working on the mural, often painting by 
the light of a headlamp. 
 
“He’s a tremendous talent and works hard,” Warnke said. “He’s done a great job and I think it’s 
reflective of his whole family—they all sacrifice when he’s gone and up on the scaffolding painting.” 
Through his work, Nessen has created quite a name for himself and Tremonton. “I have heard a lot of 
people say, ‘Thanks for putting us on the map,’ so that feels good when there’s something that gives 
us a name. It makes me pretty proud because it’s been a lot of hours and time well spent,” he said. Of 
those hours, he added, “I’m not one to keep track of it. I think I would be depressed if I did.” 
But it’s all been worth it. “You don’t see very many towns that have big murals like this, so I think it’s a 
unique thing, and I’m really glad the city chose to do it,” He concluded. 
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TREMONTON -- The city has lined up the easements for two more street murals downtown, one planned at 40 feet wide 
by 20 feet tall and the other 50 feet wide by 21 feet-tall. 
 
The 50-footer will be a second “Welcome Mural” from a 1950s photo of the city, sited for 145 W. Main Street, to 
complement the other Welcome Mural, an 80 foot high by 25 feet high at 11 E. Main, completed in November from a 
1925 era photo. 
 
That makes for 18 murals, nine in place and nine to come for this mural-happy town of 8,000. 
The second newcomer will honor the fire department, planned for a wall next door to the volunteer force at 51 S. 100 
West from a vintage photo, circa 1930. 
 
Also, the site for a Space Shuttle mural, which will be mural No. 10, has also been cleared, easements approved, at 13 N. 
200 East, City Manager Shawn Warnke said. Officials are toying with the idea of making this one a metal fabrication, a 
steel wall sculpture, depending on how the estimated price tag comes back. 
 
The city's hired muralist, Tremonton native Jason Nessen, is currently finishing up No. 9, a sports theme on the side of 
the concession stand at the city's North Park. 
 



"I have not seen a lot of wall murals in small cities such as Tremonton," Warnke said. "I have seen several murals in in 
Salt Lake City, Ogden and Provo, much larger cities. But for a city of Tremonton's size, I have not seen a comparable 
collection in Utah." 
 
Warnke said the people of the Bear River Valley "have incredible stories of accomplishment and compassion and these 
murals have brought these stories to the forefront. The murals have been a source of community pride and created a 
great art vibe in Tremonton." 
After the shuttle mural, a Golden Spike mural is planned as well as a Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge depiction. 
 
Also envisioned are murals devoted to Olympic Medalist Jay Silvester, Paralympic Medalist Marlon Shirley, WWII "Candy 
Bomber" Gail Halvorsen (actually from Garland, literally Tremonton's next door neighbor), and Glenn Goss. Tremonton 
truck driver Goss was fatally shot by a suspect in 1975 when he came to the aid of a Nevada highway patrolman trying to 
make a roadside arrest in Las Vegas. 
 
Warnke points to the city of Toppenish, Wash., as an example of what's possible with murals. 
According to the Toppenish City website, the town, population 10,000, has painted 75 murals since 1989, efforts 
augmented by a “Mural-in-a-Day” event the first Saturday in June where a street mural is completed by a group of up to 
a dozen artists. 
 
Tremonton's murals are all the work of Nessen since 2003 except for four painted by an unknown "phantom" free-
lancer, believed to possibly be a Utah State University art student who was said to make his paint brushes from his own 
longish “hippie” hair. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 











Image Narratives and Future Mural Projects 
The following are examples of subject images that reflect and promote historic and cultural identity which is uniquely Tremonton City 
or the region (Bear River Valley and/or Box Elder County).  Additionally, a narrative accompanies the image that explains the inspiring 
stories and/or significance of the images.   
 
The walking art tour pamphlet provides a narrative that explains the story associated with the image.  It is here that the combination 
of a larger than life image of the wall mural and the well written narrative explaining the story associated with the wall mural will 
provide an inspiring experience for those that participate in the walking art tour.    
 

Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge- Bird Migration Flyway 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The silhouette of birds in flight is a possible subject of a wall mural that showcases the Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge, which is a 

unique wildlife resource of Box Elder County.  The Refuge is 76,000 acres in size, which provides habitat for over 250 species of birds.  

The narrative on the Walking Art Tour Pamphlet would explain that spring, summer, and fall are great times to visit the Refuge and 

that there is a stunning Wildlife Education Center and that educational field trips, tours and events are offered by Refuge staff.  

Additionally for the sportsperson, hunting and fishing are available during State season and the auto tour route is open during daylight 

hours year round.  The Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge, in Box Elder County, is truly an oasis for peace, tranquility, and serenity that 

will leave visitors feeling inspired. 



Marlon Shirley- The Worlds Fastest Amputee 

 
  



Below is a summary of Marlon Shirley from the Foundation for a Better Life, who featured Marlon on a billboard about overcoming.   
 
“Marlon Shirley saw his fair share of struggles as a young boy, living with his mother who was gone a lot and moved frequently to keep 
trouble from catching up with her. Shirley was five years old when, living with other children on the streets of Las Vegas, he was picked 
up by social services. He was placed at an orphanage where he began the "pinball life of an institutional orphan.” 
 
His life in the children’s home would literally leave a lasting mark. In 1984, the caretaker of the orphanage was letting the kids jump 
on and off a riding lawnmower while he mowed the lawn around the facility. Shirley slipped, and the lawnmower ran over his leg. 
Shirley later woke up with an amputation above the ankle, his foot gone forever. 
 
Shirley bounced around to various foster homes over the years until he was adopted by a family from Tremonton, Utah in 1987. He 
took the Shirleys’ last name and feels blessed to have been found by them. 
 
Shirley struggled through high school, trying to overcome the habits and tendencies of his past—of simply trying to survive. Midway 
through his senior year in 1997, close to flunking out and humiliated, Shirley decided he had had enough. Determined to do something 
with his life, he signed up to participate in the Simplot Games in Idaho, the largest open high school indoor track meet west of the 
Mississippi. He hoped to be offered a college scholarship, but the odds were against him. Shirley had little track experience. Moreover, 
he was hobbling on crutches, because he had fractured a bone in his leg while dunking a basketball a few weeks earlier. 
 
Something in Shirley drove him to put all his effort into the track meet. He entered the high jump competition, where he hopped over 
on his good leg and dove headfirst over the bar. He cleared 6’6”, a height which would set a Paralympic world record. A month later, 
Shirley competed in the Disabled Sports USA track meet in California, where he left $13,000 richer. Later in high school he had more 
surgeries and a second, higher amputation to the same leg following a football injury. 
 
Despite having an upbringing that might have broken many people, Shirley has not only found a way to prevail, but has found the 
drive to become a world-class athlete. He owns two world records, in the 100-meter dash and the long jump. In 2000, at the Paralympic 
Games in Sydney he won the 100m dash and took silver in the high jump. He was the first and only lower leg amputee to break the 
11-second mark in the 100m dash, setting a time of 10.91 seconds in 2007. 
 
At the 2004 Olympic Games in Athens, Marlon Shirley won the Paralympic 100-meter gold medal for the second time. He has been 
called “the world’s fastest amputee.” Shirley said, "It's something I train for every single day. It's almost just like an automatic 
movement of my body springing down the track. We all have our own type of disabilities—mine just happens to be physical, and you 
can see it very easily when I run. But you can't tell it by the time I get done racing." 
 
Shirley's prosthetic foot is made of carbon fiber titanium, materials developed in the aerospace industry. He has tested the limits of 
what a prosthetic foot can do—and the limits of the human spirit. Most importantly, Shirley never allowed his physical difference to 
limit his accomplishments. "I remember running around on crutches just like I'd run around if I had another foot," he said. "I definitely 
never looked at myself any differently than anyone else." 
 
That determination was tried in 2008 when he headed to the Beijing Paralympics following a year marred by knee infections and 
surgeries. He took to the track for the 100m finals, determined to defend his gold-medal title. But midway down the track, his Achilles 
tendon tore, and he fell to the ground in agony. Refusing to leave the race uncompleted, Shirley rose and finished the race, crossing 
the finish line to the roar of a cheering crowd, standing unified in recognition of Shirley as an astonishing champion. 
 
Today, as a 10-time World Champion and Paralympic champion, Shirley is a spokesperson for the Paralympic Movement and other 
sponsors. He is also a motivational speaker, bringing to others his inspirational message that there is nothing we cannot achieve—
provided we have the determination and the belief in ourselves to overcome our challenges.” 
 
Overcoming. Pass It On! 
This billboard about overcoming features Marlon Shirley; athlete, Paralympic Champion. 
Pass It On® 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Colonel Gail S. "Hal" Halvorsen- The Candy Bomber 

 

 

 
 
Below is a summary of Hal Halvorsen, the Candy Bomber from Wikipedia. 
 
Colonel Gail S. "Hal" Halvorsen (born October 10, 1920) is a retired career officer and command pilot in the United States Air Force 
known as the original Candy Bomber or the "Rosinenbomber" in Germany. He was born in Salt Lake City, Utah and grew in Garland, 
UT (neighboring town of Tremonton, UT).  He is best known for piloting C-47s and C-54s during the Berlin airlift (also known as 
"Operation Vittles") during 1948–1949. 
 
Shortly before landing at the Berlin Tempelhof Airport in the American sector of Berlin, Halvorsen would drop candy attached to 
parachutes to children below. This action, which was dubbed Operation Little Vittles, had sparked similar efforts by other crews, and 



was the source of the popular name for the pilots — the candy bombers. Halvorsen wanted to help raise the morale of the children 
during the time of uncertainty and privation. 
 
Halvorsen started by giving a few treats to children watching the planes from outside the Tempelhof base. Wanting to give more, he 
promised to drop more candy from his plane the next day. Because the planes would arrive nearly every three minutes, the children 
naturally couldn't distinguish his aircraft from the others. However, Halvorsen promised to wiggle the wings to identify himself, which 
led to his nickname "Onkel Wackelflügel" ("Uncle Wiggle Wings"). The other American candy bombers became known as the 
Rosinenbomber (Raisin Bombers). Halvorsen's initiative drew the attention of the operation's commanding officer, Lieutenant General 
William H. Tunner, who approved of it and ordered it expanded into Operation Little Vittles. 
 
The operation was soon noticed by the press and gained widespread attention. A wave of public support led to donations, which 
enabled Halvorsen and his crew to drop 850 pounds of candy. By the end of the airlift, around 25 plane crews had dropped 23 tons of 
chocolate, chewing gum, and other candies over various places in Berlin. The Confectioners Association of America donated large 
amounts to the effort, and American school children cooperated in attaching the candies to parachutes. 
 
Halvorsen's actions as the original candy bomber had a substantial impact on the postwar perception of Americans in Germany and 
are still pointed to as a symbol of German-American relations. Halvorsen has appeared many times on German television over the 
years, often paired with some of the children, now grown adults, who received his candy parachutes. In 1974 he was decorated with 
the "Großes Bundesverdienstkreuz" (Grand Cross of the Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany), one of Germany's highest 
medals. During the opening ceremony for the 2002 Winter Olympics on February 8, Halvorsen carried the German team's national 
placard into Rice-Eccles Olympic Stadium. 
 
In 1989, Halvorsen engaged in a re-enactment of the actions in Berlin for the fortieth anniversary of the Airlift. During Operation 
Provide Promise in Bosnia and Herzegovina, he dropped candy from a USAF C-130 of the 435th Airlift Wing, flying from Rhein-Main 
Air Base, Germany. Halvorsen also participated in closing ceremonies for Tempelhof Air Base in 1993 and in 50th anniversary 
celebrations of the Airlift in Berlin in 1998. In 2004 Halvorsen hoped to launch a similar action for the children of Iraq. The United 
States military has modeled some of Halvorsen's actions in Iraq, dropping toys, teddy bears, and soccer balls to Iraqi children. 
 
In 2008, Halvorsen was honored as Grand Marshal of the German-American Steuben Parade in New York City.  He was celebrated by 
tens of thousands of spectators on Fifth Avenue. 
 
The United States Air Force has helped cement Colonel Halvorsen's airlift legacy by naming its next-generation, 25,000-pound capacity 
aircraft loading vehicle in his honor. The Air Force has also named the award for outstanding air transportation support in the logistics 
readiness career field the Colonel Gail Halvorsen Award. The Gail S. Halvorsen Elementary School at Rhein-Main Air Base, Frankfurt, 
Germany was named in his honor; Rhein-Main has since closed. 
 
On June 15, 2013 a secondary school in the Berlin suburb of Zehlendorf was named in his honor. Colonel Halvorsen was present for 
the naming of the school. This marked the second time a school in Berlin has been named after a living namesake. 
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